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ABSTRACT Born’s ajDproxunaiioii is uHod to calcnlato Uio oross-gootionfl of tl 
following procosaog :
H-{ls^y\-H{^s)-^II-{U'^)-\-h{2s, 2jj, 3.9) 
which are oomparod with tlio Rimihir oxoitntion piocessoH 
H  N --W (B) - >  7y++7J(2.9, 2]y, 'is) 
and R {ls ) +  H {\s)-^H {U )-\-Jd{2s, 2p, ‘is)
mvoatigaiod by Biitos, et at i t  is (blind that tlie cross soction curves for excitation of 
hydrogon atom  by hydrogen nogntivo loii is cliaractonsed by two inaxinm, aomowhat similar 
to ihoso obsei'vod by Mmsenvitch and Ktowart in excitation of holiura by hydrogen. Results 
are presented mainly m  graphical lorm
63
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The negative hydrogen ion in the photoisphere of the sim has long been re­
cognised as responsjlile for its eontinuoiiK opacity in tlic visible speetnmi. Ke- 
cently Weinman and co-workers (Weinman-195/)) have produced negative liydrogcn 
ion by passing positivti hydrogen ion from a niagnetii; ion source through a capil­
lary tube containing Jiydrogen. Mnschlitz-Bailey group at University of Florida 
(1955) have measured scattering cross section of low energy negative hydrogen 
ion in hydrogen and helium respet’-tivcly using method of Simon and co- 
tvorkers (Simon, 194/1). Tn recent years detailed theoretical study of fast collision 
processes involving hydrogen and helium atoms and positive ions have been car­
ried out by Bates and Ins gioup (1953) using Born’s approximation. Consi­
derable interest is attaclicd to the study of the (;omparable processes involving 
H~. The present pajier is devoted to the investigation of collision of and 
hydrogen atom, wh(*re the hydrogen atom is excited to various higher states from 
the initial ground state by the process. Born’s approximation is used, no account 
is taken of exchange, though the range of validity of Born’s approximation in 
present type of problem is still uncertain.
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Problems of similar nature as
2P. ‘6 8 )
H{18)-^H{18)-^ Hil8)+H{28, 2P, 28) 
have been studied by Bates, et al.
T H E O R Y
We consider collision of a hydrogen atom and a negative hydrogen ion, 
both particles being initially in their ground states. Ignoring the t'ffect of the 
exchange identity of the protons and making use of the Born’s approximation 
the cross-section of the process for which the hydrogen atom i.s excited to the 
state characiterised by the quantum number nl, (the negative ion remaining at 
the ground state) is given by
Q{lS~nl, 18 )^ ^  f "  IN 1 ^KdK
where 7i' is Planck’s constant, ‘M' is the reduced mass of the system and 
K ^  K i-K f
(1)
Ki
2MnYi r r  27tMV,
■ - / r "
Vi and Vf are the initial and the final veloidties of the relative motion, and 
N  =  'i. Ca)
f p2 . <’*
[A l +  —\R+p\  | S -f ,|  \n-vi>~f.,\
— ►  _
r. )^df  ^ df^dpdli
where R is the relative position vector of the nuclei of tin* two atoms, p the 
position vector of the electron of the hydrogen atom relative to the proton, y s 
are the wave function of the hydrogen atom in the state indicated, and ri, rg 
are 'fhe position vectors of the electrons in the negative hydrogen ion relative 
to the proton; $  being the wave function of the hydrogen ion :
exp
Trffo** I <*o ^
a =  0.688.
It can be seen that in the integral for ‘W’ ^  .  ~ .
I" 1  |Iif—r j
with
and
\R~h\
do not
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coniributc duo to the orthogonality of hydrogen atom wave functions. There­
fore we got after integrating
where
From (1 ) and (2 ) we have
|(2 a)2+ / 2]2
i — Ka^ .
(2)
where
Now
^ _  4c2 / 27reM2 f ^  r 2.16.a* 1 . 3
«,M‘Ac ) J .^..  r(2a)“+«®pJ ^ ''
=  iX<a*(p)e'''*'''xdPW-
.dt (3)
v^mx — ^max —
t^nln ™ ®o ^min “  ®o(-^ 4 ^f)
As is usual in the treatment of heavy particle ofdlisions, it is sufficient to take 
as infinite (Bates at. al. 1953) and if is the difference in energy between 
the two stattis for a particular excitation xrrocesses then ^
Klin '
Uq/^E
fiv.n 1 +
2.2. For discrete transitions /^ ,^ ’s can be calculated from (4) by elementary 
methods. They have been tabulated by Bates and Griffiing. We quote their 
value; :
£17/2 l 2
7(l.v-~2.s) =: 
I {\ s - 2p) =  
7(1s-3 5 )  :
(4<2-|-9)*‘ 
2 1B/ 2 . 3 /, 
(4^2+9)“
2 4 . 37/2 (27^2-  ^16)^ 2 
(9^24 16)4
On substituting tliem in (3) one can obtain analytical expressions for cross-sec­
tions. But they are in general cumbersome and are very tedious to evaluate. 
It is much easier to evaluate the integrals numerically, which is actually done 
in this paper.
2.3. I t  can be seen from the expression (3) 
that if
2.16.a«
[(2 a)24-«^,„2j2 «  I
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then the expression for the cross-section becom es
■ • dt
which is the same as tluit of the excitation of hydrogen atom liy proton, "rims 
the screening of the negative hydrogen ion lias no effect on scattering if the incident 
energy is below certain value. If we take as first aiiproxiniation
hnin — “ nvi
it follows that for (ls-^2 .s and (l.s- 2 s) transitions the hydrogen atom-hydrogen 
negative ion cross-section will differ from hydrogen atoni-liych’ogen poi i^tive 
ion (proton) cross-section provided incident energy is greater than hOO ov.
H S U  L  T  S
The cross-sections associated with the processes mentioned in the introduc­
tion are computed from the formula developed. Figures 1 to If show the values 
obtained. It should lie noted that a log-log scale is used, and that the independent 
variable chosen is not E, the energy of relative motion, but the energy of the 
incident particle, the atom undergoing transition being taken to be at rest For 
comparison the cross-sections ol proton-hydrogen atom and hydrogen-hydrogen 
atom as calculated by Bates and Griffiing are also plotted in the same figures.
On comparing the cross-section curve of with corresponding curves
for (p-H) and (H-H) respectively it will be observed that at low energy tlie cross- 
sections of impact lie close to but above the cross-seidion of the latter
processes. When energy is sufficiently low the {H-H ) cross-section almost 
coincides with that of (p-H) impact, TJiis is in conformity with the trend ob­
served ill iP’H) and {H-H) impact.
The curve for (H—H~) is characterised by two maxima, somewhat similar 
to the double peaks observed by Moiseiwtsch and Stewart (1954) in collision 
between hydi'ogen and helium atoms. Moiseiwtsch attributed the phenomena 
to double transition. Essentially the same shape of curve has been obtained 
by Bates and Griffiing who however remark that if a better approximation 
method is used in the lower part of the energy region, the first maximum 
may be partially suppressed and the true curve may conceivably show a single 
broad maxima.
For (l5 —2fi) and (Is—3.v) excitation the maximum cross-section is below that 
of the corresponding (H—H) crss-section and is shifted to considerable lower 
energy. But for (Is—2p) transition the maximum cross-section is in between 
that of (H -H ) and (p —H) cross-section and is at higher energy.
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Fig. 1
..H (18)+H (1b)->H (1b)+ H (2 s) j  Bates & Griflfing
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Fig. 2
,.H+ |-H(ls)->H++H(2p)
-H(la)-l-H(lB)-4H(la)+H(2p) J l^atos & Gnffing
—H -(ls-) I H(laH H-(ls2) |-H(2p) ^
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jLog Energy (in ko '^) 
Fig. 3
.H ++H (1b)-> H + + H (3 s)
-H (ls) +  H (l8)-> lI(ls)+ H (3fl) I Bates & Gnfifing
-H-(laa)+H(lH)->H'(ls“)+H(3B) ^
At higlicr energy the curve foi (l.s—2.s‘) anti (Ls—H.s') transitions almost coin- 
sides with that of ilio (PI--Jrl) curves for the cori'esponding transitions, while the 
ciuvc lor (1.5- -2p) transition lies above (H—PI) curve and has a tendency to coin­
cide (with (?i-ll) curve from hiOow^
Ihdoi'tunately no experiment is done in the energy region of this calculation. 
Only available data are due to P]. E, Muselilitz who measured the s(;attei'ing 
cross-sci;tion ol Pi~ in hydrogen and helium in the energy range 4 v\. to 300 ev.
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